Continue along pavement adjacent to A45 for 500m
and climb up steps & thro’ gap on left, large road sign.
Straight ahead, uphill over open field past an isolated
tree on right, keep forward and as you begin to
descend keep the incoming hedge on your right to the
bottom . See “Beware Gravel Works” note on map.
Over footbridge and half right across field to another
footbridge using enclosed path.
After this footbridge half right again thro’ enclosed path
to reach sewage farm.
Go thro’ walkway, adjacent to gate with sewage works
fence on your left to reach field.
Follow the waymarked route. Veer Right, using
wide enclosed path to reach & go through gap in field
corner. ( Note: created May-2017 but fist Green Book use 2018)
Turn Left, hedge left to gap in hedgerow to reach farm
track. Turn Left along track for 75m , and then turn
Right into wide enclosed path. Forw ard, hedge right
to field corner.
Turn Left and continue hedge right with playing field on
your right to reach wooded area with gap on right.
Turn Right to enter enclosed path.
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Direction of walk on m ap Left/Right

1.

M ap No 8

Continue along path with playing field fence on your
right and shortly with woods on left follow it around to
right and right again.

Turn Right, (leaving the Centenary W ay) and in a
short distance over stream bridge bear right to reach
main road (W ar memorial on right). Cross over road &
bear right, passing the “Old Bakery” then turn Left
along tarmac path passing small green on left and into
road (Larchfields).

Keeping left follow fenced and walled path to junction
with school on your left.

Total distance now covered: 19.0 miles

16. Fwd to T-junction turn Right (The Priory is on your
left).

15. Continue along road (do not turn off) straight on into
Meadow Road and at end of this road (T junction) turn
Left.
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12. Exit path and turn Left and keeping woods on left,
continue to pass ends of three cul-de-sac roads to
reach the fourth (Paddocks Close).

11. Challenge entrants turn Right into Com munity Centre
Checkpoint 3
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